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The starting point for any emissions 
reduction proposal: the major inequality



The richest 20% of countries have 
captured most of the world's income
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The gap between rich countries and poor 
countries has  tripled since 1970
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Increasing international inequality





How emissions need to decline
to meet a 400ppm target



Features of a global cap and share scheme



Total EU-15 greenhouse gas emissions
in relation to the Kyoto target



Changes in EU-15 greenhouse gas emissions
by sector between 1990 and 2004



Road transport responsible for biggest growth in emissions



Change in EU-15 transport emissions, 1990-2004, by mode



The environment gives the biggest subsidy to road use



EU travellers shift from rail to road



Growth in energy consumption by road between 1990 and 
2000 



The growth of transport fuel use in Ireland
since 1990



Comparison of growth in oil use between sectors



How Ireland's oil use in transportation compares per person 
with other EU countries 



Road freight fuel consumption has broken its link
with GDP growth



No improvement in energy efficiency of road freight





Private car fuel consumption has grown in step
with people's incomes



Real cost of motoring now half its 1970s and 80s level



Growth in proportion of bigger-engined cars



Ireland is the most car-dependent European economy



Inelasticity of fuel price and demand for driving in Ireland

If a carbon tax is set low, 
it will fail to achieve reductions

If it is set high, it will be met with 
widespread opposition

It would have to be continually 
adjusted relative to oil prices 
and economic conditions



How Cap & Share would operate at EU level



How a personal emissions entitlement might look





The CAP & SHARE flow chart

2 The Irish Climate 
Protection Trust

Every three months the ICPT 
gives out permits for each 

adult resident.

3 The Citizens
The recipients sell the 
permits via banks or post 
offices at the current 
market rate. They can also 
choose to cancel them.

5 The Inspectors
Customs and Excise officers 
check that enough permits 
have been bought to cover 
the amount of fuel sold.

1 The Irish Climate 
Protection Trust

At the beginning of each year
the ICPT sets the annual cap
on greenhouse gas emissions.

4 The Fuel Companies
The fuel companies buy 
permits to cover the 
emissions from the fuel they 
sold.



The Irish Climate Protection Trust

The Irish Climate 
Protection Trust

Sets annual cap 
on Irish 

greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Sets ceiling prices 
for permits to 

avoid excessively 
high prices.

Sets floor level to 
avoid prices falling 

to low.

Shares out 
permits to each 

adult citizen every 
three months.

Buys ETS-permits 
if prices get very 

high or fuel 
shortage occurs.

Will but permits 
and cancels them 
if prices fell below 

flour level.

Controls fuel 
companies via 
Customs and 

Excise.



Advantages of Cap & Share 1



Advantages of CAP & SHARE 2

Guarantees the emissions target can be met 
Would be seen as fair and therefore acceptable – protects the less 
well off
Adjusts automatically to oil price and economic conditions
Easy to implement - based on the electoral register
Avoids the need for special tax breaks for biofuels
Scheme could be extended to cover heating oils and gas
Tests an alternative to ETS that if successful, could be extended 
worldwide post Kyoto



Web. www.capandshare.org
www.feasta.org

Email. feasta@gmail.com

Contact



Comparison between C&S and DTQs

• www.essex.ac.uk/eccc/Presentations/Starkey
.ppt (Richard Starkey, Tyndall Centre for 
Climate Change Research)









The price of oil in euros
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Wheat to oil price ratio



Inflation-adjusted maize prices in the
U.S.1973-2006



Tax-driven competition: making ethanol 
from maize in the U.S. could increase emissions



The sudden jump in the rate of growth 
of the human population



World energy use and

population growth



Rapid global urbanisation





Oil use per person on the planet is already falling



Sharp price increases in the past halted the upward trend



The gap between rich countries and poor 
countries has  tripled since 1970
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